WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
and asked who was the chief authority on the Scandinavian Exchange.
On being told that it was Sir Eric Hambro, he said, "Please send for
him to come here at once." In a suspiciously short time Hambro
appeared and was asked if he could place £10,000,000 on the Scandi-
navian Exchange without upsetting it. Hambro replied that it could
be done without difficulty, whereupon Reginald turned to us and told
us that we might have our ten millions. So easy is it to get large sums
and so difficult to get small ones out of H.M. Treasury.
Three years later I saw Edwin Montagu again at the Peace Confer-
ence, and he still asserted that this buying-up of the Norwegian herrings
was the worst scheme that he had ever spent public money on. Yet
both in 1917 and 1918 we repeated the purchase, and who knows how
much the lack of fresh fish contributed to the sapping of German
morale? Be this as it may, the fact remains that since we were not
prepared to tell the German prisoners "Salt herrings or nothing," a
great proportion of the herring catch was eventually used as manure
for the fields in East Anglia.
Once again my stay at the Foreign Office was a brief one, a bare
three months. In the course of them I made my third attempt to slip
into the Army by joining up under the Derby Scheme, which came into
force at that time. I went before a medical board, was classified as
Ai, given an armband with G.R. (general reserve) on it, and told that
I was not wanted. I was also given a voucher for 2s. 3^., representing -
one day's pay, which—and I have always regretted doing so—I tore
up in disgust The fact is that, whereas we were encouraged to
register under the Derby Scheme, the Foreign Office had no intention
at that time of letting anyone go, and our names were merely wanted
as eyewash to increase the numbers of volunteers, so as to impress the
poor British public. The armband was, I suppose, kindly meant to
save us from having white feathers pinned on to our coats in buses by
officious young women. I imagine that I did nothing to conceal my
discontent Anyway, very shortly after, the Private Secretary, Theo
Russell, came to me one evening and asked if I would like to go to the
Paris Embassy since I appeared to be disgruntled at the Foreign Office.
I accepted with relief, and at the beginning of February 19161 packed
my suit-cases again and left for France.

